COCOSAND Baby Sunglasses with Strap Review-2021

Thermoplastic Elastomer frame
Polycarbonate lens
UV400
Mirror Coating coating
Lens width: 1.57 inches
Size: Suitable for 0-24 months baby. The small strap is perfect for babies and up to 2 years. The
head circumference from 13-15 inches. Itâ€™s sometimes a bit hard to attached first time of your
baby. Once you lose the band and try one or two times, youâ€™re good to go! Did you know that
,the sunglasses which is from COCOSAND BABY is made by TPE material which is without BPA.
BPA FREE is so important for your baby of all kinds of the plastic toys and bottles
Frame: 100% BPA Free and a Shatter Resistant, TPE Frame. All our products use non toxic
material for babies safetyCOCOSAND provides the full and intelligent solutions for sunglasses
group. From the baby sunglasses, to the reading glasses, the fashion sunglasses for men and
women, also the sport sunglasses with the floating patent and many more. This kind full line
products can make a lot of fun and confortable for people of their life.Like sport, traveling, reading,
working long time in the front of the computer and so on. we want the people who buy our
sunglasses will leading the fashion and enjoy the life. Each pair of lenses have UV 400 protection.
Each pair of sunglasses is provided with a tip card, a soft bag, a soft clean cloth and a Exquisite
Packaging enough as a gift to your friends and families.
TPE Materials
COCOSAND sunglasses is made of premium TPE(Thermoplastic Elastomer), high strength and
high resilience, non-toxic and food-grade with BPA free for babies safety. Besides, it meets FDA
food safety standards and is chew resistant and bite resistant.
UV400 Protection
COCOSAND Sunglasses for baby is UV-resistant and shatterproof lenses made of Polycarbonate,
100% UVA and UVB that can protect your baby's sensitive eyes well.
Package Included (Environment friendly packaging )
1 * Sunglasses, 1 * Neoprene Adjustable Straps, 1 *Exquisite Packaging, 1* Soft Microfiber Pouch,
1 *Soft Glasses Cloth, 1* Tip card
COCOSAND sunglasses is the perfect choice for baby outdoor activities such as, kids at the beach
or pool, and just playing in the backyard. Travelling, taking photos, and is suitable as fashion
accessory and daily wear all year round. It is also present packaged ready, making it a wonderful yet
practical present idea for babies.
How to Measure the Head Circumference?
Starting from the upper edge of the forehead eyebrow and ends at the highest point of the back
head.Please select the size according to the actual head circumference.
Frame
Lens
Package
Measurement
Baby Sungalsses with Strap
Toddler Sunglasses
Kids Sunglasses
Adult SUnglasses
Age
0- 24months
2- 4years
4-7years
Adult
Material
TPE
TPE

TPE
PC
Head Circumference
< 19.4inch
< 19.7inch
< 20.8inch
>20.8inch Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description,
sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

